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In this paper we discuss the connection on a space of N = 2 TCFT's that appears
in the context of background (in)dependence. We formulate a family of target space eld
theories with a similar connection on it. Each theory is a gauge theory (with the gauge
group being SDiff in the case of 3-fold). It describes deformations of Kahler structures
much like Kodaira Spencer theory describes deformations of the complex structures. It
is manifestly background independent. It appears to be a target space eld theory for
supersymmetric quantum mechanics.
1. Introduction
Kodaira-Spencer theory [1] is a string eld theory for topological B-model. As it was
noticed in [2] in this case the string eld theory reduces to a eld theory. The reason for
this is that topological B-model coupled to gravity is essentially independent of the Kahler
structure. Rescaling the volume to innity one recovers that the path integral is dominated
by highly degenerate Riemann surfaces. One can think of degenerate Riemann surfaces as
innitely thin tubes attached to each other. In other words, topological B-model can be
described as supersymmetric quantum mechanics. In the case of topological A-model the
situation is dierent. It is known that nontrivial worldsheet congurations (instantons)
play the crucial role in topological A-model. String eld theory for A-model is dened on
the loop space. In the large volume limit the instanton eects are suppressed and one can
describe the semiclassical limit of string eld theory as supersymmetric quantum mechanic
(SQM). This SQM makes sense by itself even when the volume is not large. It also exhibits
some properties of underlying string theory.
SQM in question describes deformations of Kahler structures in the same way as
Kodaira-Spencer theory [1] describes deformations of complex structures. We will call
this theory AKS, where A stands for topological A-model in Witten's terminology [2],
and KS stands for Kahler structures. It is known that the perturbation theory of Chern-
Simons theory can be interpreted as a perturbation theory of open strings propagating on
T

(M), where M is three dimensional[3]. In trying to describe the closed string sector
(which is required by consistency in open string theory) E. Witten introduced the action
for AKS theory [3]. In spite of the fact that AKS is very similar to Chern-Simons it
is not a topological theory. Its Hamiltonian is non trivial, while the phase space is nite
dimensional. On the other hand the AKS theory enjoys the properties of being independent
on complex structure. It depends only on the Kahler class of the metric. We call this
theory a Kahler topological theory dened on a Kahler manifold. The gauge invariant
observables of Chern-Simons theory are Wilson lines. In [3] the Wilson lines were used in
order to incorporate the worldsheet instantons in string theory. In the case of AKS theory
we do not know any gauge invariant observables
1
except the action. It is tempting to
suggest that the would be gauge invariant observables are related to holomorphic curves
in the target space, or saying dierently to worldsheet instantons.
1
This situation is very similar to the conventional theory of gravity
1
The plan of this paper is the following. In Section 2 we discuss the notion of back-
ground independence. This discussion is quite general and is applicable to any N = 2
topological conformal eld theories (TCFT). There is a natural connection on the moduli
space of TCFT. This connection allows one to identify the perturbed TCFT at certain
background with unperturbed TCFT at another background. Background independence is
equivalent to the statement that the connection is at. In general, there is an obstacle
known as holomorphic anomaly. In order to avoid this problem one has to consider only
the holomorphic deformations of TCFT. The background independence imposes strong
restrictions on the form of contact terms. In principle, these equations should x the con-
nection in full (quantum) theory. Semiclassically, these equations have a unique solution
and supersymmetric quantum mechanics (SQM) is a theory which solves them.
Whereas the moduli space of TCFT is a complexied Kahler cone, the moduli space
of SQM is a real Kahler cone. As explained in Section 2 we identify the real deformations
of SQM with the holomorphic deformations of N = 2 TCFT by means of analytic contin-
uation. Under this identication the semiclassical limit of thr holomorphic connection of
TCFT is mapped on the at connection of SQM. Therefore the holomorphic anomaly does
not show up in SQM. As a result the SQM is background independent. This connection
has a natural geometric interpretation.
Sections 3   5 are devoted to AKS theory and its properties. One can construct
AKS action for a given point in the moduli space of Kahler structures and the tangent
vector (! and x 2 H
2
) that serves as the background data. AKS is a gauge invariant
theory with symmetries generated by the large volume limit of string BRST Q. The
classical equation of motion is equivalent to the condition Q
2
= 0. The solution of this
equation of motion determines a perturbed Kahler structure (the precise meaning of this
will be explained). The gauge group is non-abelian and in the case of 3-dimensional Kahler
manifolds is isomorphic to volume preserving dieomorphisms. In Section 3 we discuss the
Batalin-Vilkovisky formalism for AKS theory. The absence of higher Massey products on
the Kahler manifold makes AKS action exact at the quantum level. In Section 5 we discuss
the Hamiltonian quantization of AKS theory.
AKS is a target space eld theory for suitably modied (along the lines of reference
[4]) N = 2 SQM. The connection discussed above in the context of SQM naturally appears
in AKS. It allows to relate AKS theories at dierent Kahler structures. The idea of
background independence can be fully applied to AKS. Under the variation of Kahler
structure the AKS action minus the action evaluated on the classical trajectory scales
2
with volume as the second power. This scaling can be reabsorbed into the redenition of






. This power diers from the one naively expected
from the dimensional considerations.
We conjecture that the eective action  (x) for SQM is a free energy for AKS which
depends on x as a parameter. In Section 6 we prove this relation at the tree level. In doing
this we found a very simple mechanism that allows one to rewrite vacuum diagrams for
AKS as S-matrix diagrams of eective eld theory.
2. Contact terms
2.1. Background independence and the contact term algebra
Consider a family of A-twisted N = 2 superconformal -models on Calabi-Yau space.
Let us start with the discussion of how the susy generators vary under the variation along



























and are independent of the target space metric. These are 0-forms on the world sheet.





and 2-forms on the world sheet which are BRST-closed only modulo total derivative. Also,




























The operator (2.2) is a (n;m)-form on the world sheet. The antichiral elds are not
BRST-closed. In this paper we will restrict ourselves to studying the eects of deforming
the theory by exactly marginal operators (2.1) ( corresponding to the target space (1; 1)-
forms ) and by their antichiral counterparts (2.2):



























]] is BRST trivial.
For a given point p in the moduli space
2
M the perturbations are the vectors in the
tangent space T
p






M into a complex space.
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At the moment, we have a family of perturbed topological theories (2.3), parameterized by
points (p; ; ) of the tangent bundle TM to the moduli space M. The concept of global
background independence is that any perturbed theory at (p; ; ) 2 TM is equivalent to
some unperturbed theory at (~p; 0; 0), where the coordinates of ~p 2 M are functions of (; )









such that (p) = , (p) =  and (~p) = (~p) = 0. This implies existence of a
connection D on TM such that
 It preserves the physical content of theory. This means that the parallel transport
does not alter the correlation functions of the theory;
 Every constant section x = ((p); (p)) (a solution of the equation Dx = 0) has one
and only one zero on M.
The rst condition above guarantees that the correlators remain the same on the constant
section passing through a given perturbed theory. The second condition allows one to
reach the unperturbed theory unambiguously moving along the constant section. The
connection should be necessarily at. The very notion of constant section having a zero at
the particular point requires this.
In general there is no at connection with all the above properties. There is a non-
zero curvature, which is given by the relation of special geometry. On the other hand the
tangent bundle is holomorphic and (0; 2) and (2; 0) components of the curvature are equal
to zero which means that holomorphic (antiholomorphic) directions are at. Therefore,
perturbing the theory only by chiral primary elds one can consistently dene the path-
independent parallel transport of the tangent space. This perturbation by chiral primary
elds is nothing else but an analytic continuation in holomorphic direction.
In general, such connection is ane | the transformation it induces in the tangent
space is not linear but rather a composition of the linear one and a translation. The linear
piece provides a linear connection D on TM.
Leaving the discussion of the global background independence for the next sections,
here we will concentrate on the local problem. By the local background independence it is
usually meant that it is really possible to identify the deformations (2.3) as tangent vectors
to M. So from now till the end of this section we assume that the parameters ;  are
innitesimally small.
It is convenient to dene the Hilbert space bundle HM as a bundle over the moduli
space whose ber at every point is given by Hilbert space. The space of physical states
with charges (q; q) = (1;

1) can be identied with the tangent space to the moduli space
4
and therefore TM is a subbundle in HM. As we will see below there are two connections
{ D
H




Let us recall the basics of the state-operator correspondence for families of topological
A-models. As mentioned above, the operators are independent of the parameters ;  of
deformation. Now, the state-operator correspondence implies that the states do depend
on ; . Indeed, the state j i (associated with the wave function  ) is given by the path
integral over hemisphere  with appropriate boundary conditions. Under the variation








z j i (2:4)
In the case of exactly marginal deformations of conformal eld theory this integral picks
just a contact term contribution since the bulk term is zero

(2)
(z) (x)  (; )
2
(z   x): (2:5)
Thus we obtain the equation j i = j(; )i describing deformations of the states by
(2.3). As will be clear below, the contact term (; ) is a chiral operator, not Q closed in
general even if  is Q closed. This contact term denes a connection on the Hilbert space
bundle HM.
Before discussing the connections D
H
and D let us rst discuss the variation of susy








































































The contact terms in (2:6a) - (2:6d) (the coecients in front of the -functions) ensure
the conservation of the perturbed currents. To interpret these OPEs we note rst that the






explicitly depend on the target space metrics. These
variations explicitly appear as coecients in front of the -functions.
To understand the importance of the total derivatives in (2:6a) - (2:6d) let us consider





, where integration runs over the boundary of the hemisphere. The perturbation
does not commute with the BRST operator. It makes a dierence whether we rst make a


























where the contour integral over the boundary of  comes from the total derivative term
in (2:6a) - (2:6d). One can reinterpret this contour integral as coming from the boundary
variation of the action that ensures the BRST invariance of the path integral on the
hemisphere . The relation (2.7) implies that in the perturbed theory the BRST operator
depends on  as follows







where Q is the BRST operator of the unperturbed theory. There are similar formulas for
the other susy generators. As one can see the variation of G
 
0





















j i+  j(; )i

= jQ i +  j(;Q )i =)







The variation of the chiral states (2.4) induced by the contact terms gives rise to the
(innitesimal) map of the Hilbert space U

: H ! H, where U

j i = j i + 
a
j(; )i.
This map combines with (2.8) in a way that ensures the local background independence.
































j i : (2:11b)
Similar formulas are valid for the right movers. The operators
~












are the susy generators for the unperturbed theory corresponding to the point




classical variations due to explicit dependence of N = 2 generators on the target space











plays the important role in string theory. The Hilbert space
H is dened as follows
H = f 2 Hjb
 
0
 = 0g (2:12)
For  = 0 the map U

= 1 + (; ) denes a at connection on the Hilbert space bundle
HM
j i ! j i + j(; )i
(2.13)




















the next section we will derive the semiclassical expression for (; ).
In fact there are two equally good descriptions of the perturbed theory. In one de-




already put  = 0, see (2.9)). There is another possibility to describe the perturbed theory











at the new background. These two
descriptions are equivalent to each other and related by conjugation by operator U

.
At this point one can use (2.5) to compute the eect of the deformation (2.3) on the
correlation functions. An important case is a two-point function of one chiral and one










i. We remind the reader that the primary elds are the \harmonic"
representatives of the BRST cohomology. This turns out to be quite important, because







)i responsible for the chiral deformation of g
bc
, only the














one sees that both Q- and G
0
- exact terms decouple since h
y
c










In (2.14) we decomposed the harmonic part of the contact term in the basis of chiral
primaries. By denition, the coecients  
c
ab
are the holomorphic Cristoel symbols of the
metric connection D
a
for the Zamolodchikov metric [8].
A similar argument can be applied to describe the deformation of the multipoint
correlation functions, possibly on the higher genus worldsheet. Indeed, in this case one
3
Depending on the normalization, it may be either Zamolodchikov or tt

[6] metric. The
former is more natural object for the string is theory, so we stick to it.
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integrates over the moduli space of algebraic curves with punctures. The contact terms
appear on the compactication divisors, when two punctures try to collide. They cannot
possibly collide on the Deligne-Mamford compactied moduli space [9]. Instead, a node
develops on the curve by splitting o a rational curve with two \colliding" punctures on it.
In a language more familiar to physicists, the colliding punctures sit on a sphere connected
to the rest of the worldsheet by a long tube. The length (and twist) of the tube is the right
parameter to describe the closing of the punctures. In the limit when the punctures collide
(\z = x in the argument of the -function"), the tube is innitely long. Propagating along




)i is automatically projected onto the ground
states [6]. In other words, again only the rst term on the right hand side of (2.14) happens
to be relevant.
We see that for the purposes of computing the correlation functions, it suces to use














i = 0. It
describes the parallel transport of the chiral ground states with respect to the Zamolod-
chikov connection D
a
. In fact one can make this projection more explicit. Let us use the
description of the perturbed theory in which the BRST operator Q() varies, while b
 
0
remains constant. The connection on the space of physical states should be compatible




 Q-closed states should be maped on Q()-closed states;
 Q-exact states should be maped on Q()-exact states;




The rst two conditions ensures that physical states are mapped on the physical states,
while the last condition ensures the uniqueness of the connection [10].
Formally, for j i being Q -closed one can immediately write down the connection that
satises the above conditions






j i : (2:15)
One can show that b
 
0
j i is always Q exact and therefore Q is invertible
4
. The rst two




j i = b
 
0
j i for  and  being Q-closed. The
connection (2.15) can be derived using the cancel propagator arguments [11].
Describing the perturbed theory as an unperturbed one around the new background
one obtains the connection on the tangent bundle TM
4
This is an analog of @

@ Lemma for Kahler manifolds.
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As we will see later both these connections (2.13) and (2.16) appear in the description of
AKS theory.
2.2. Semiclassical calculations
In the large volume limit the Hilbert space of the theory can be identied with the
space of dierential forms on the target space. The left and right U(1) charges can be
identied with (holomorphic, anti-holomorphic) degree of the form. For this Hilbert space



















between the susy generators and the dierential operators onM . The total BRST operator

















. Let us also introduce









. The commutation relations between L, d
cy






; L] = d (2:18)
(see [12] and Appendix A).











where m(; ) is a bilinear symmetric operation on dierential forms dened by
m(; ) = ( ^  )   () ^     ^ ( ) : (2:20)
It has a degree degm(; ) =  2.
For each Kahler form !, the linear operator  descends on cohomology H

(X). One
should just identify H

(X) with the space of harmonic forms. It is easy to see that the
result (denoted by the same symbol ) depends only on the cohomological class [!] 2 H
1;1
of !. Remarkably, we have a problem trying to use the same trick to descend the bilinear
9
operation m(; ) on cohomology. Indeed, one can check that even for both  and  har-
monic, the result m(; ) is not even d-closed. The reason is that the product ^ is not
harmonic in general, so d( ^  ) = d
cy
( ^  ) 6= 0. This is the semiclassical manifesta-
tion of the relation (2.10). As it was discussed in the previous section, we introduce the
operation s(; ) on harmonic forms, dened as





 ^  ; (2:21)











= 0. The result of s(; ) is a d-closed form. So
dened, s(; ) descends to cohomology (this will be proved in Section 4). A reader can
check that (2.21) is just a semiclassical version of (2.14)
5
.
Let us discuss the semi-classical (without instantons) tt

and Zamolodchikov metrics




. It is convenient to introduce a complexied
Kahler class ! so that the positive denite real (true) Kahler class is 
 = !+!. We expect
that in the absence of instantons the metrics depend only on 
. In the tangent space to K
there are \chiral" vectors 
a






















































prefactor. It was noticed by Candelas







































Similar construction appears in topological B-models as well as in topological LG theories.







connection is given ( )
0








, where the contraction with holomorphic 3 form
is denoted by prime and operation ? is the contraction of two holomorphic indices. In the case of





























The simple example below may be helpful. When the cohomological Kahler cone K
is one-dimensional (generated by x 2 H
1;1
(M)), the complexied cone K
C
is an upper
half-plane of a complex parameter z. The Kahler form is given by 
 = 2(Im z)x and the
B eld by B = 2(Re z)x. It is easy to compute the semiclassical Zamolodchikov metric on
K
C









@ log (z   z)
2n
; (2:25)
where n = dim
C
M . The answer is essentially independent of any detail of geometry of the







It has constant negative curvature.




















]] ) corresponds to deformation of











). Then it follows from the




















  ( + )[d; ]) ; (2:26b)
where U

= 1+ m(; )+o(
2
). One can immediately recognize in these formulas a semi-
classical limit of (2:11a) - (2:11b). Indeed, the BRST operator
~
Q for the new background
~












as a consequence of the Hodge identities.
2.3. N = 2 CFT vs. N = 2 Supersymmetric Quantum Mechanics.
The two-dimensional sigma model has a little brother | the N = 2 supersymmetric
quantum mechanics ( 1-d worldline sigma-model ). As a theory of topological matter,
SQM is an approximation to the full-edged 2-d sigma model. The diernce between them
is that SQM discards worldsheet instantons.
There are chiral and antichiral elds in the theory. It is convenient to identify the























































The SQM susy generators are given by (2.17). The chiral primaries are harmonic forms,
the antichiral primaries can be obtained by raising the indices of the latter. Of course,
up to now this was just a repetition of the previous section. The dierences with the





in SQM, so this theory is naturally dened on the real Kahler cone K. Our
major assumption is that it possible to identify the deformations with real chiral elds. To
explain this point, let us see how the theory depends on the (real) Kahler form ! 2 K.
As one moves along the Kahler cone, the space of harmonic forms (= SQM ground
states ) changes. It is explained in section 3.5 and Appendix A that the natural parallel





  s(e; ), where e is
any tangent vector to the real Kahler cone K, considered as a harmonic form. It is also
explained in Appendix A, that D
R
is not a metric connection with respect to the natural
(Hodge) metric on K. Let us give a \physical" reason for that. We identied the tangent




















(here ! is a real Kahler form). Thus a priory it denes a pairing between forms ans
polyvectors but not a metric on K. The connection D
R
preserves the pairing (2.28) in the
following sense. Let fe
a
g be the covariantly constant with respect to D
R
coordinate frame
( for each ! 2 K, e
a
(!) is a harmonic form ). Denote by fe
a
g the bivectors obtained from
fe
a
g by raising the indices. One can check
6
that so dened, fe
a































i = 0: (2:29)














s(e; ). The rst one appears to be at, while the second one does not. A
simple example from the previous section is rather helpful. One dimensional (real) Kahler









. The connection dened by s(; )













 s(e; ) is a metric connection on the complex-
ied Kahler cone. Comparing this with the previous section we conclude that it is indeed
6
Checking this is a simple yet good exercise.
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possible to consistently identify the real ! in SQM with the holomorphic ! in N = 2
TCFT and the (real) deformations of SQM with the holomorphic deformations of N = 2
TCFT by means of analytic continuation.
3. Theory of deformations of Kahler structures
3.1. Mirror for KS theory (AKS)
The string eld theory of topological B-model is related to Kodaira-Spencer theory
[1], which describes deformations of complex structure. It is natural to ask what is the
mirror of this theory [3]. The mirror of the string eld theory clearly should be dened on
the loop space LM . We will show below that the semiclassical approximation (SQM) to
this theory is related to the theory of deformations of Kahler structures ofM . In the table
below we summarize the relations between deformations of Kahler and complex structures
that follow from the comparison of the corresponding topological theories.


































= 0 : (3:1)












) = 0 ; (3:2)
where K
0




= 0. Kodaira-Spencer equation (3.1) implies that
the deformed BRST operator

@ + A  @ is nilpotent. Similarly to B-model, equation (3.2)
is equivalent to the condition that an operator







Now let us suppose that the manifold M is 3-dimensional. We will explain the neces-
sary modications in the general case later when discussing the BV formalism. Then the















(x +K) ^ (x +K) ^ (x +K) : (3:3)
In (3.3), we separate the contributions of massless and massive modes. We call x 2
Kerd\Kerd
cy
massless andK = d
cy
Z massive. There is an ambiguity in this denition. On









(see Appendix A). On the other hand, the massive mode K in (3.3)
is not dened canonically either, since a shift of K by dd
cy
 does not aect the kinetic




] shows that one may always x x
to be a harmonic 2-form, once a complex structure is chosen. Below we adhere to this
interpretation of the massless mode.
The massive mode K is the dynamical variable in the theory, while the massless mode
plays the ro^le of background. The action (3.3) possesses gauge invariance discussed below.
After imposing a gauge xing condition d
y









Having dened the propagator  we can rewrite the formula (2.21) as follows
s(; ) = P
Ker(d)
m(; ) =m(; )  ( ^  ) : (3:5)
In the target space eld theory such as AKS the massless modes do not propagate. On
the contrary, in the string theory the massless modes are physical and do propagate. The
propagator of the massless modes x is related to the connection (3.5) and is given as
D(; ) = s(; ) + () + ( ). It is clear that D(; ) depends only on the product
 ^  , but not on  and  separately.




= 0 one can solve (3.2) in perturbation
series. To write the solution one needs to x the harmonic part x of K
0
(in the sense of the
Hodge decomposition K
0
= x + dN). The perturbation series for (3.2) formally coincides
with the perturbation series of 
3













)) +    : (3:6)
7
this decomposition requires a choice of complex structure
14
We see that (the gauge-xed) solution of the equation of motion is completely determined




[x] denes a deformed Kahler structure in the same way as the solution
of Kodaira-Spencer equation denes a new complex structure. In fact (see section 4), for
any x there exist a new Kahler structure ~!(x) and an operator U , such that
















This is an analog, for deformations of Kahler structures, of Tian-Todorov [14] [15], [16]
construction.
The relations (3.7) express the global background independence of AKS the same
way as (2:26 ) express the local background independence of string theory. There is an
obvious dierence between these two theories. The former (AKS) is dened on the tangent
bundle T K to the real Kahler cone K (! gives a point on the base and x a vector in the
tangent space). The latter (perturbed string theory, see section 2 ) is dened on the
tangent bundle T K
C
to the complexied Kahler cone K
C
. In fact, it is natural to interpret
AKS as a target space eld theory for N = 2 susy quantum mechanics
8
. The latter is a
semiclassical approximation to N = 2 CFT, in a sense specied in 3.1.
This view on AKS as a large volume string eld theory is supported by a number of
properties it enjoys. This theory is
 gauge invariant (for 3-fold the gauge group is the group of volume preserving dieo-
morphisms);
 independent of the complex structure;
 depends only on Kahler class of the metric;
 background independent.
3.2. Independence of complex structure
We expect that AKS, as a target space eld theory for the A type -model, is in-
















We are grateful to C. Vafa for this suggestion.
15
In particular it means that as we change the complex structure with ! xed, we change
the metrics and consequently the operators d
y








results in dependence of d
cy












. Therefore both the kinetic term of (3.3) and
the constraint K = d
cy




The only subtlety is that the Hodge decomposition which we use to choose the har-
monic representative for x, depends on the complex structure. But as the complex structure
changes, x changes by a d-exact form, which does not aect the kinetic term and can be
reabsorbed into the massive K.
3.3. Gauge invariance
Action (3.3) is invariant under the gauge transformation


K = d   d
cy
((x +K) ^ ) ; (3:10)
where  is an innitesimal form such that d
cy
 = 0. Note that only the massive mode K
gets transformed
9
leaving the background eld x unchanged.




















































where we used that d
cy









) which holds if
d
cy







; where  = d
yc
( ^ ) (3:12)
Dene a correspondence $  between the the gauge parameters and the volume preserv-






. Then (3.12) is equivalent to the commutation
9







] =  of the corresponding vector elds. In the case of 3-fold this implies that
the gauge group is isomorphic to the group SDiff M of volume preserving dieomor-
phisms.







). The condition of at
connection (F = 0) implies that D = d + [d
cy
; (x + K)] is nilpotent. The eld strength
F is not invariant under gauge transformation as it supposed to be in non-abelian gauge
theories and transforms as follows F =  d
cy
(F ^ ).
3.4. BV quantization of AKS.
Our aim is to establish AKS as a target space eld theory for N = 2 SQM. But the
theory described so far is a one describing only 2-forms, while the states (2.27) of SQM are
dierential forms of all possible degrees. Thus the \superparticle eld" should rather be a






, each component describing the sector with a particular
ghost number
10
. Also, as mentioned above, the action (3.3) works only for 3-dimensional
M . In fact, these two problems turn out to be each other's cure. Adding extra elds
corresponding to all degrees of freedom of SQM also makes the theory well dened for any
dimensionalM .
But we don't even have to appeal to any a fortiorti connection to SQM or to the case
dimM 6= 3. A consistent treatment of the theory with action (3.3) within the Batalin{
Vilkovisky (BV) formalism [17] (for review see also [18] and in string theory [19])) requires
one to relax the condition that K is a 2-form and includes all possible elds with arbitrary





(M) with ghost numbers q(K)  n   1 are






(M) with ghost numbers q(K) > n   1 are




= 0 and can be
decomposed into the sum of massive and massless modes. The massless modes x
q
are the
harmonic forms on M . They are not dynamical and just create the background. The
massive modes (from now on denoted by K
q







Note that the last condition implies there is no dynamical (anti)eld K
2n
of the highest
rank. Thus there is the same number (n-1) of elds and antields.
10
In this section we use both terms \the ghost number" and \degree of form" with the same
meaning.
17
The space of of elds{antields is equipped with an odd antibracket
11

























(M). This structure is promoted to a canonical antibracket































K = fK; Sg ; (3:14)
where the original action ((3.3) in our case) is replaced by a full action S which depends
on both elds and antields. The full action satises two conditions. It reduces to the
original action when all antields are set to zero. It also satises a Batalin-Vilkovisky
master equation
fS;Sg = hS ; (3:15)
where  is the natural Laplacian on the space of elds{antields to be dened below. The
r.h.s. of (3.15) is a contribution coming from the path integral measure. At the classical
level (h = 0), the Batalin-Vilkovisky equation is nothing else but the condition that the
full action is gauge invariant. The gauged xed action is determined by an odd functional





It is quite remarkable that the full AKS action is given by the same expression (3.3) as
the original AKS action, but without any restrictions on the ghost numbers. One should















(x +K) ^ (x +K) ^ (x +K) ; (3:16)
11











(z; w) : The latter will be used to dene a measure in the path
integral formulation of AKS (see Section 5).
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To see why this is true we rst notice that if M is 3-dimensional, every term in (3.16)
either consists of 2-forms or contains at least one antield (form of rank > 2). When all






(M). Now let us consider the BRST symmetry (3.14) generated by (3.16) together
with (3.13). One easily nds

BRST





((K + x) ^ (K + x)): (3:17)
For 3-dimensionalM this formula with antields set to zero brings us back to (3.10), where





Now we can check the gauge invariance of the full action (3.16). The computation itself
mostly repeats the one (3:11 ) done in the previous section. It gives 
BRST
S = fS;Sg = 0.
Note that the right hand side of the BRST transformation (3.17) coincides with equa-
tions of motion for the action (3.16). BRST triviality of the dynamical equations may not











(x+K) ^ (x +K) ^ (x +K) ; (3:18)
particularly useful in applications (we used the Hodge identity (2.18) and the constraint
K = d
cy
Z). After gauge xing the solutions of equations of motion can be expressed in
terms of the massless modes x
q
by series similar to (3.6). Therefore the BV covariant phase
space, alias the space of solutions coincides with the space of harmonic forms modulo the
gauge group. In particular, it is nite-dimensional.























(x). Now we can check the BV master equation (3.15).
The gauge invariance of the full action implies that l.h.s of (3.15) is equal to zero. The

















The above discussion implies that quantum corrections are not needed for maintaining
the gauge invariance of the AKS theory. There is no 4- or higher interaction vertices in
the full action (3.16). The same situation was encountered in [20] and [3] describing
Chern-Simons theory. These facts have similar geometric reasons. The same reasons
guarantee existence of series (3.6) for AKS (and similar series for CS theory) describing
the solution of the equation of motion in terms of massless component x. The higher
vertices are related [3] to the higherMassey products in cohomology. The nontrivial Massey
products are obstructions to writing formulas like (3.6) since d cannot be inverted. In the
cohomological theory which appears in CS (\cohomology with coecients in End(E)") the
Massey products are absent. A very important fact about topology of Kahler manifolds is
that there are no Massey higher products either | it is a consequence of dd
c
{lemma (see
[21] for a proof and a nice exposition on important consequences of this fact).
3.5. Kahler \topological" invariance.
The action (3.3) is invariant under the variation of the Kahler form ! ! ! + d. To














equivalent to (3.3) on the constraint K = d
cy
Z. In (3.19), the variation of the kinetic term
is due to variation both of the Kahler form and the eld K. The eld K changes because
the constraint K = d
cy





; [; d]] (3:20a)




)(Z + Z) (3:20b)
K =  [; d]K + d
cy
 (3:20c)





K is the Lie derivative along the vector eld  dual to 1-form . This is a clever
choice since the variation of the harmonic part x is also given by Lie derivative x = L

x.
Therefore, if we use  = K, we have a natural relation
(K + x) = L

(K + x) (3:21)
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(di() + i()d)(K ^ ! ^K) = 0 (3:23)
as K ^ ! ^K is a top form.






















where we used (3.21) and the same argument as in (3.23).
3.6. Dependence on the Kahler class.
To dene AKS theory one needs to x some data | Kahler structure ! and massless
background x. It turns out that this data is redundant. AKS action possess additional
symmetry which acts on the background data ! ! ~! and x! ~x(~!) as well as onK !
~
K(~!)

























[x; !] is the classical action evaluated on the solution K
0
[x] and functions x(~!),
K(~!) satisfy dierential equations discussed below. The combination that appeared in
(3.25) may be viewed as a background independent action. The second term does not
depend on the dynamical variable K and therefore does not aect the equations of motion.
The appearance of the volume factor in front of the action is quite remarkable and can be
viewed as volume dependence of the string coupling constant.
To prove (3.25) let us consider an innitesimal variation ! ! ! + ! by harmonic
form ! accompanied by the following transformation of elds
x! ~x = x+ !   s(!; x) (3:26a)
K !
~
K = K  m(!;K + x) + s(!; x) : (3:26b)
21











Z. Therefore the transformation (3:26 ) is consistent with the decomposition on











































































This derivation deserves a few comments. First, we used the fact that m(; ) dieren-








Third, to obtain the last identity we noticed that sinceK = d
cy
Z andm(!; x) s(x; !) =















One can see that the variation of the action consists of two terms; the rst one is
just the rescaled action, while the second is K independent. Therefore the dierence
S[K;x; !]   S[Q;x; !] scales by a factor (1 + 2(!)) under the transformation (3:26 ).
It is important that the solution K
0
[x] of the equation of motion (3.2) is mapped on the
solution of the equation of motion for the perturbed Kahler structure ~! which can be
written as K
0
[~x]. Taking Q = K
0
[x] we conclude that S[K;x; !]   S
0
[x; !] scales under


















This implies the innitesimal form of the relation (3.25).

















































shifting K by the classical
solution K
0
. The dierential operator D is given by




















(3:26a) denes the parallel transport on the space of massless modes. The properties of this





. Consider the solution x(~!) of (3.30), satisfying the initial condition x(!) = x.
The action (3.28) evaluated on x(~!) and K
0
(~!) is independent of ~!.
Under an innitesimal change of Kahler structure ! ! ! + ! the solution (3.6) of











































At the same time the operators D and d
cy
transform by conjugation by the operator
U
!




























As a result the perturbed
~
D is given by
~








]. We see that the symmetry




It is worth mentioning that it is S[K;x; !]=Vol
2
!
, not A[K;x; !] which is related to the
generating function of string amplitudes.
23




) = 0 =)
K
0
= 0 and therefore D = d in that background. In this case the \statement of background
independence" (3.25) can be written in a form familiar from [1].
The volume dependence in (3.28) deserves a separate discussion. If one introduces the
volume-dependent \running string coupling constant" g
!
which governs the magnitude of









The reason for growth of g
!
with volume V is quite clear. For small enough V , SQM is
strongly interacting. On the other hand, the V  !1 limit for the xed g corresponds to
free theory. Background independence means that the theory is the same for all values of
V , therefore we should keep increasing g as V  !1 in order to preserve the nontriviality
of cubic interaction.
What is really interesting in (3.32) is the parabolic rather then linear growth of g(V )
2
.
It suggests that the eld K
0






as the Kahler form ! goes to
!. To understand this better, let us notice that the scaling of K
0
in (3.28) should coincide











point is that the BRST operator D also changes: D ! D. The overall factor 
2
is in
agreement with what we expect from (3.32).
3.7. KS theory and dependence on the complex structure
This section probably would be more appropriate for [1]. Here we would like to discuss
for KS theory a relation similar to (3.25), which is a local form of background independence.
We remind the reader that the basic eld Y in KS theory is a (0; 1) form with coecients
in vector elds. The dynamical eld in KS theory is not Y but its massive component A,
while the massless component x (cohomology element) plays the role of the background.

























((A + x) ^ (A + x))
0
: (3:33)














given by the contraction with holomorphic 3-form 









@ +   @ ; (3:34)









+ ( ^ )
0
+ ( ^  ^ )
0
(3:35)
In fact we will only need the linear term. In this discussion we will assume that we are
making an analytic continuation away from the geometric slice which allows us to relax
the condition @ +

@ = d xed and treat @ and

@ independently. Under the variation (3.34)
@ does not change. Let us postulate the following transformation law. We will ses in a
moment that it is indeed a symmetry of KS action for the eld Y = A+ x
Y
0









" denes a deformed prime operation with respect to the new holomorphic 3-form


















on the kernel of @
new
























Operation ? denes a contraction of holomorphic vector indices and naturally replaces
m(; ). The above formulas dene a connection on the space of massless (massive) modes
which should be compared with (3:26a)-(3:26b). It is straightforward to check that (3.37)
is indeed a symmetry of KS action









This relation is just an innitesimal form of background independence similar to (3.27).
The discussion of the previous section is fully applicable to KS theory. Equation (3.37)
denes a parallel transport x(j) (with boundary condition x(J) = x) on the space of zero
modes. The solution of equation x(j) = 0 determines a new complex structure
~
J . The





4.1. Dierential geometry of Kahler forms.
The rst equation of (3:26a) denes a dierential equation on the space K
1;1
(M) of
Kahler forms on M . This is an innite-dimensional vector space. In Appendix A we




(M) (the Hodge foliation). A tangent space to leaf
of F at the point ! 2 K
1;1
(M) consists of (1; 1)-forms harmonic with respect to the Kahler
structure !. Obviously, this means that the leaves are b
1;1
-dimensional. Locally, one can
introduce the coordinates fz
1







; : : :g on K
1;1
(M) such that fz
1








; : : :g parameterize dierent leaves.
OverK
1;1
(M), one can consider a few vector bundles. One is the (innite-dimensional)
bundle V of massless modes with bers H
!
consisting of solutions of equations dx = 0 and
d
cy
x = 0. The other is H | the bundle of \gauge-xed" massless modes, satisfying an
extra equation d
y
x = 0. By denition, the solutions are the harmonic forms. Restricting
ourselves to (1; 1)-forms, we obtain a bundle H
1;1
| the bundle of tangent directions to
leaves of the Hodge foliation F . All this zoo has already appeared in our discussion. The
action S
0
[x; !] is dened as a function on V (and the AKS action S[K;x; !] essentially is
a function on V 

3
(M)). The transformation (3:26a) can be considered as a dierential





(!); x(!)) = @
a
(!) (4:1)
where T L is dened as H
1;1





vectors (so that @
a
(!) are harmonic forms). The sections x(!) of T L are vector elds on





In principle, we could continue using the Hodge foliation F and the bundles V and




; ) is a natural at connection on T L. This
connection can be trivialized by choosing at coordinates ft
i
g along the leaf. Then (4.1)
denes the vector elds along the leaves, linear in t
i
.
For our purposes it seems more natural though to make use of the symmetries to pass
to more conventional nite-dimensional objects, as we do in the next section. Still, it is
convenient to keep in mind the picture just described since it explains clearly the geometric




(M) is foliated by b
1;1
-dimensional (smooth) surfaces, called leaves. This
means that every point ! 2 K
1;1
(M) belongs to one and only one such surface. The leaves depend




4.2. Reduction to a nite-dimensional picture.
Although AKS is naturally dened on the innite-dimensional space V of parameters x
and ! discussed above, one can eectively reduce V to a nite-dimensional object using the
symmetries established in the Section 3. To x the gauge symmetry one requires d
y
x = 0
which reduces V to the bundle H with nite-dimensional ber. Next, AKS is what we call
in Section 3 a Kahler topological theory: essentially it depends only on the cohomological
class of the Kahler form.
Let us consider the transformation (3:26a) : x ! ~x = x + !   s(!; x). In that
equation, x and ! are harmonic with respect to ! and ~x is harmonic with respect to
!+ !. Now let us interpret (3:26a) as an equation on the cohomological class of x(!). To
make sure this is a consistent interpretation one should check that the class [~x] depends
only on the class [x]. Indeed, if x! x+ d then
~x! ~x+ d  P
Kerd





















The same argument shows that [~x] depends only on the class [!] of the variation of
the Kahler form. This motivates one to consider a bundle C with bers H

(M) over the
Kahler cone K  H
1;1







(!); ) ; (4:3)
where we introduced the coordinate system fz
i
















(!) = 0 (4:4)
denes a section x(!) of the tangent bundle to the Kahler cone T K  C. The sections




. The equation (4.4)















Note that the equation (4.3) can also be written as D
a











is called the Cartan













We will demonstrate that the connection D
a
is at which implies that the system


















The last term can be interpreted as a connection on the at line bundle over the Kahler






















































The rst summand in (4.8) is antisymmetric in a; b and the second one is symmetric.






















Since the connection D
a
is at there are sections fe

g that trivialize the bundle:
each section can be expressed as linear combination of fe

g. In particular any solution of
D
a
 = 0 is a linear combination of fe

g with constant coecients. The tangent bundle
to the Kahler cone can be identied with the subbundle of (1; 1)-forms of C. Let us




g that generates H
(1;1)
in each ber. The sections e
i
are the




commute with each other.
Therefore there exists a coordinate system ft
i
g on a Kahler cone such that these vector




. We call ft
i
g the at coordinates.
It is instructive to nd the at coordinate t in the simplest case when dim K=1. One-
dimensional Kahler cone K can parameterize the linear coordinate ! = y , where  is any













so that t = y
 1
.
Using the at coordinates one can immediately write down the solution of (4.4).
Namely,
15






(!)] is a connection preserving the
intersection form while D
a






















are the constants xed by the initial data. Now one can see that for any initial
data there is a unique point [~!] = (t
1
0
; : : : ; t
n
0
) on the Kahler cone K where the solution x
vanishes.
In the previous section we used the slightly dierent statement that for any x and any
Kahler form ! one can nd a Kahler form ~! for which the classical solution K
0
vanishes.
Now we can explain this. The classical solution K
0
depends on the Kahler form ! and
is uniquely determined by cohomological class [x] of x. Let us nd the solution (4.10) of
(4.4) for the initial (cohomological) data [!] and [x]. This solution can be promoted to the
solution of (4.1) on the particular leaf L
!
of the Hodge foliation specied by ! 2 L
!
. There
is a one-to-one correspondence between the points on the leaf and the points on the Kahler
cone. Then at the point ~! 2 L
!
corresponding to [~!] 2K the harmonic representative of
[x(~!)] vanishes and so does K
0
[x(~!)].
5. Hamiltonian approach to AKS.
5.1. Canonical variables, Hamiltonian and constraints.
In this section we return to the full AKS theory (3.16) described in Section 3. We











(M). The components with degrees 0  q(K)  n   1 are
called elds, while the components with degrees n  q(K)  2n   1 are called antields.










. Note that there is no


































It is important that the top component K
2n 1
does not have any kinetic term. Thus it is
not dynamical.
We will consider the Hamiltonian formulation of AKS theory. It is not covariant.
Even worse, splitting o of 1-dimensional time spoils complex geometry. Still this is the
safest way to introduce the path integral. Besides, in the Hamiltonian approach the basic
16






physics of the model appears the most clearly. Also we will be able to use the wisdom
accumulated in 3-dimensional Chern-Simons theory [22], [23].
To begin, one should identify the time coordinate. We will do this in a way which
is not quite general but has an advantage of preserving as much of complex geometry as
possible. Assume that the manifold M has a structure of a direct product M = S T
2
where S is n   1-dimensional complex Kahler and T
2
is a 1-dimensional complex torus.












. Then the \space" is S T
1

. Also, let us choose a special Kahler structure on
M = ST
2






is a Kahler structure on S. Once




































) denote the contractions with the coordinate frame vectors. This relation
contains a time derivative. The simplest way to take it into account is to write the action














































































































can be written in terms of the spacial derivatives of
Z
1









 L is independent of these momenta. We conclude
that Z
0
is conserved and serves just as a parameter
17
. This is a consequence of the obvious




Also, let us give a closer look to the equations of motion. One can easily see that




Z of the temporal components can be found. Therefore,
i(@
t
)Z is not dynamical in a usual sense. This happens because of the gauge symmetry.
17
We discuss the corresponding secondary constraint below.
30
To proceed, we should choose the gauge xing. From the above discussion it follows one
can consistently take the temporal gauge i(@
t
)Z=0. Geometrically it means that Z is a
dierential form on ST
1

depending on t as a parameter
18









= 0. As usual we take the harmonic representatives


















are the harmonic forms on S. For the sake of simplicity, let us assume that
i(@)x
q






= 0. In fact, imposing these constraints we loose a part of
the information about the topology of the space-time M in t direction. In particular, the




















(z) ^ d (z;w) : (5:2)












). As usual, (5.2) means that the





















Let us write down the action (3.16) in the temporal gauge. Since Z and x are dier-
ential forms on S T
1








Z. The cubic term (K + x)
3
equals zero as
a dierential form of degree 2n on 2n  1-dimensional manifold S T
1















































(we used integration by parts.) The dynamical variables are Z
1
p















| the restrictions of K
p






























= 0 together are equivalent to @
t





























Clearly, this gauge does not exist for the top component Z
2n
: it cannot be made into a form
















But this is not the whole story yet. Gauge xing i(@
t
)Z = 0 produces a bunch of
secondary constraints. These constraints can easily be found if we notice that together
with the dynamical equation @
t





) = 0 in the temporal gauge i(@
t




























































, the fact thatK
0















are dened over the product S  T
1







| a subgroup of the AKS gauge group preserving the temporal




should satisfy _ = 0 and i(@
t
) = 0. It can be












explicit parameterization of Ker d
cy
S








































































This is no longer true if i(@
t










] is a functional of both canonical coordinates.
20




are independent of . For every , we can solve the rst
equation in (5.6) which is the equation of motion of AKS theory living on S. Given x
0
, the solution
is unique modulo gauge transformations. This means that as we move along T
1

, the eld K
0
can
only change by the gauge transformation. The second equation in (5.6) tells us this is indeed so:
the innitesimal shift along T
1







From now on, there will appear the whole zoo of gauge groups. Reader may nd it convenient
to have a glossary. By G
M
we denote the original gauge group (3.10). Similarly, G
S
denote the
gauge group of AKS theory on the manifold S. Its parameters are the dierential forms on S. We




















to be described below. The subgroup of G
M

















































































































d of the space H
S
of harmonic forms on S.




= 0, we would










ddt of harmonic forms on M . In
fact, we have already established this in the section about the BV formalism. We see that
AKS turns out to be a nite-dimensional system. Its dynamics is governed by the nonzero
Hamiltonian. This is to be compared with 3-dimensional Chern-Simons theory which is
also a nite-dimensional system but with a zero Hamiltonian.
5.2. Classical and quantum symplectic reduction.
























. The action of this subgroup is (almost) Poisson. Indeed, the















































































































. A cocycle in the right hand side of (5.10) appears due to nontrivial 
dependence of the gauge parameters.





for further investigation. Our imme-
diate aim is to obtain the physical phase space. From the above discussion it follows that
33
in a sense, {dependence is the pure gauge. This motivates one to consider a restriction to
{independent elds and the action of (5.7){(5.8) with {independent gauge parameters.
(Essentially this returns us to AKS theory considered, however, on the manifold S.)





























The transformations (5.9) with {independent parameters 
i
act on functions on V furnish-
ing a representation of the gauge group G
0
R
. In particular, these transformations preserve










= 0. Then we impose the secondary constraints fC
1
; g = fC
0
; g = 0. As (5.9) shows,
this is equivalent to taking G
R
-invariants. As a result of the reduction, we obtain a single




are kept xed all the time. )
Now we can turn to quantization. First we should choose a polarization on the phase
space V. It is convenient to work in \K
0














dierentiation. Wherever the ordering problem occurs, we use the \qp" prescription { put
the momenta to the right.
The gauge symmetry (5.7){(5.8) is realized by the dierential operators acting on wave
functions. Obviously, the generator 
1



















. The generator 
0































The rst constraint (5.6) means that we should consider only the wave functions with









= 0g (N consists of solutions of AKS






G. Then the second




] = 0: (5:12)
34
In other words, the physical wave function is gauge invariant
23
. Together, two relations
(5.6) describe the Hamiltonian reduction of 

0






Similarly to CS theory, one can write the solution to (5.12) in terms of the functional





































































































denotes the Berezinian computed for nonzero modes and d
 is a supermeasure
























= 0 (this should already be
clear from (5.9)). Using \the equations of motion" for the functional in the exponent of
the integral representation for the Berezinian one can see that (5.12) is indeed satised.












































































The gauge invariant measure on the conguration space which appears in the scalar
product can also be interpreted as the invariant measure on the gauge group G
S
. Indeed,
the set N consists of the solutions 
0

















] furnishes a projective 1-dimensional representation of the gauge group: the gauge
transformation changes only a phase of the wavefunction. Note that the nontrivial phase variation
is a consequence of presence of the parameter . This type of phenomena is usually referred to
as a Berry phase. Equivalently, one can say that 	[K
0
] is invariant with respect to action of the
central extension of the gauge group.
24







constitute the orbit of that gauge group. Introducing the coordinates 
0
along N and the









































































On the other hand, using the gauge parameter 
0

































Note that this is indeed a natural measure on the gauge group. Since the gauge parameter













extend integration over the whole 














5.3. Path integral for AKS
The measure for the Hamiltonian path integral in temporal gauge is determined by























All the elds here are {dependent. As in the relatively simpler case just considered, our


















of (5.7){(5.8). The transversal coodinates are  and . Following the same



















































which is a natural measure on the gauge group.
Since the action is gauge invariant, we can compute the path integral of any gauge

































Let us briey discuss the general situation when i(@
t
)x 6= 0. For x = y + w ^ dt the





(z ^ (y +K)) shows that the time evolution is a G
S
gauge




are t-independent. The action then






























d + y) ^ y ^ w ;
where T is the length of T
1
t
and integration runs over S T
1

. We see that t-dependence
of gauge invariant observables is trivial. Thus one can expect that is true independently
of the assumption i(@
t
)x = 0.
The localization formula (5.17) is specic for the factor structure of the target space
M = S  T
2
. For such target spaces the interaction can be removed by choosing an
appropriate gauge. This situation is very similar to Chern-Simons.
6. Relation to N = 2 topological strings
6.1. AKS theory and complexied Kahler cone
There is a crucial dierence between AKS theory and N = 2 topological strings. As
described, AKS theory is dened on the real Kahler cone. Similarly, it is natural to think
of x and K as real. On the other hand, the N = 2 TCFT is naturally dened on the





( the -term ).
As we just have seen, AKS is background independent. Essentially, this is a conse-





naturally appears in the transformation (3:26 ) which leaves the action invariant. Equally




(!)) preserves the constraint d
cy
x = 0. A characteristic




x(!) with respect to it. In turn, this
27
leads to the parabolic law (3.32) for
the volume-dependent string coupling constant g(V ).
26
In general, the covariantly constant sections of H
p;q
-bundle scale as 
p+q
as ! ! !.
27


















where we extracted the classical action S
0
[x;!] and A[K;x;!] is given by (3.28).  [x;!] is
nothing else but an eective action for SQM (or semiclassical limit for TCFT). Below we
will prove this statement at the tree level. Also, we will explain how the global background
independence of AKS is translated into the global background independence of SQM.
It is instructive to compare the perturbation theory for TCFT coupled to gravity and







and  (for the discussion on perturbation theory see [1]
28
) . It was suggested in
[1] that introducing a dilaton eld y the tadpole 
n





and  = 
yy
.
Below we will see how the analog of these operations appear in the perturbation theory
for AKS.
On one hand the AKS action evaluated on the classical trajectory is written in terms
of massive propagator (). On the other hand, the SQM amplitudes should be expressed
entirely in terms of string propagator D(), dened as
D(x) = (x)  (x) (6:2)
It is clear that D is well dened on cohomology, namely for x being d-closed D(x) is also
d-closed, while for x being d-exact D(x) is also d-exact.







and rewrite it in terms of D(). The solution of the classical equation of motion (3.2) is

































The classical action is given as series in terms of massive propagator . Taking into
































It is important that x is a number and therefore it can be taken outside the integral.












































follows the fact that Kahler potential is given by  Log(Vol
!
).
There are some new features which appear at the next order in the perturbation series.
Namely, there is a diagram whose contribution can be interpreted as coming from a tadpole
D
n

















































) is a number and therefore it can
be taken outside the integral. Again, this expression should be compared with perturbation


































































































The existence of tadpole 
n
and dilaton-dilaton propagator  are related to the possi-
bility of constructing the numbers out of (), D() and x. In fact there are only three





















The dilaton-dilaton propagator  is related to the last combination (the explicit expres-
sion is quite complicated and we won't present it here). These calculations suggest that
at every order in perturbation theory the classical action is expressible entirely in terms of
massless propagators and Yukawa couplings.
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The perturbation theory for AKS is identical to perturbation theory of N = 2 TCFT
at least at the tree level. It is tempting to suggest that this similarity persist at the
loop level and one may just borrow the perturbation series for N = 2 TCFT in order to
construct loop corrections to AKS theory. For example the one loop correction to the one








. We do not know
how to prove this suggestion.
There seems to be a contradiction. The interpretation of of AKS as SQM seems to
be at odds with the appearance of the dilaton eld in the perturbation theory. There is
nothing like a dilaton eld in SQM. We can suggest the following resolution of this puzzle.
Let us introduce an x-dependent factor












)] + ::: : (6:9)














































Now it is clear that one can make eld-dependent renormalization of the external legs and
the coupling constant











and recover the conventional perturbation series for SQM.
6.3. Yukawa couplings
We are going to prove that classical action S
0
[x; !] is in fact a generating functions
for string amplitudes. It is convenient to write a relation not for the classical action but




































The similar statement is valid in topological string theory. The function F (x) is given as













































where the derivatives @
p
i
are with respect to the at coordinates (
1
; : : : ; 
n
) of the point
! on the Kahler cone K. This is equivalent to
C
ijk












Following the discussion in [1] one can represent the perturbed Yukawa couplings as
C
ijk




































Let us consider the solution x(t) of the equation (4.4) such that x( ) = x at the point
! = (
1
; : : : ; 
n














are the coordinate vectors (cf. (4.10) ). Obviously, the parameters t
i
0













Consider the Yukawa coupling evaluated on the solution x(t). Under the small varia-
tion of Kahler structure K
0























It is easy to see that C
ijk















































































(It is important that C
ijk
[x; !] is written in at coordinates. Otherwise the additional
Jacobian factors would appear in (6.18).)
Now we can apply the argument used already in Section 3 (and explained in detail in
Section 4). There is a point ~! = (t
1
0
; : : : ; t
n
0
) on the Kahler cone K such that x
i
(~!) = 0.




























can be interpreted in terms of intersections in H
1;1
(M). Moreover, (6.18) together with
(6.16) show that the perturbed Yukawa coupling C
ijk
[x; !] computed for the Kahler struc-
ture ! = (
1
; : : : ; 
n
) coincides with Yukawa coupling C
ijk









). Therefore as a function, C
ijk








One of the main motives of this paper is the connection on the Hilbert space bun-
dle. It rst appears it in the context of TCFT. The notion of background independence
is formulated in terms of this connection (to be precise, in terms of ane connection).
Background independence of TCFT is equivalent to atness of this connection. The con-
dition of supersymmetry imposes strong constraints on the form of the connection which
have a simple solution in the semiclassical regime. This solution is constructed in terms
of geometric operation . We suggest that operation  can be dened for any N = 2 eld
theory (not only in the semiclassical limit) and the connection is given in terms of . The
semiclassical limit of TCFT is SQM (details of identication discussed in the main body
of the paper). The states in SQM are identied with harmonic forms and therefore the
connection in question is the connection on the leaves of Hodge foliation. This connection
turns out to be at.
The same connection appears in AKS. It allows one to relate theories for dierent
Kahler structures. It enters into the formulation of background independence. AKS is a
gauge theory with the gauge group SDiff . The gauge symmetry is free of anomalies which
can be checked by direct computations. Unfortunately, we were not able to construct the
gauge invariant observables which may be a good direction to pursue.
It is natural to compare AKS with Chern-Simons theory. Chern -Simons is a topo-
logical theory and its hamiltonian is equal to zero. AKS is Kahler topological theory and
its hamiltonian diers from zero. This hamiltonian determines a unique dynamics on the
phase space. In case when the target space has factor structureM = T
2
S, AKS reduces
to a free theory with constraints. In this case AKS can be quantized and one can derive a
simple localization formula.
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Appendix A. Dierential Geometry of m(A;B)
A.1. Hodge identities and sl(2)




, the operator 




and the operator J which acts on (p; q) forms as dimM  
(p + q). The operators , L and J form the sl(2) algebra:































; L] =  @
(A.2)









Also, (A.2) means that sl(2) dened by (A.1) preserves Ker, i. e. sends harmonic forms
to harmonic ones. Thus the space of all harmonic forms has a decomposition (Lefshetz
decomposition) as a direct sum of irreducible representations of this algebra. The highest
weight vectors annihilated by  are called primitive forms. The following formula is useful
in applications. If p is a primitive form of rank r, then ( ! is the Kahler form )
(!
k
p) = k(n  k   r + 1)!
k 1
p: (A.4)
A.2. Properties of m(A;B)
A bilinear symmetric operation on dierential forms m(A;B) is dened as follows
m(A;B) = (A ^B)   (A) ^ B  A ^ B (A.5)
This operation has several remarkable properties, summarized below.
Since  makes contraction of two indices, there is a formula
(ABC) =(AB)C +(CA)B +(BC)A 
(A)BC  A(B)C  AB(C) ;
(A.6)
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which is equivalent to
m(AB;C) = Am(B;C) +m(A;C)B: (A.7)
Thus the operation m(; ) dierentiates the multiplication of forms.
It is convenient for us to introduce four dierential operators
































. Acting on m(A;B) by d one gets
dm(A;B) = d
cy
(A ^ B)  (d
cy
A) ^B  A ^ d
cy
B +m(dA;B) +m(A; dB) (A.9)
Suppose now that K is a harmonic form; then (A.9) means that
[d
cy














Then one has a relation, \dual" to (A.10):

















































































Appendix B. A space of massless modes H
By denition, the massless modes x satisfy two equations:
dx = 0 and d
cy
x = 0 (B.1)
The space of solutions of (B.1) we callH. It is dened for every Kahler form ! and depends
on it. Since the dierential operators d and d
cy
commute with each other the space H has
to be innite-dimensional: it contains a subspace T which consists of forms dd
cy
t.
A quotient H=T is nite dimensional. For a given complex structure J it can be identied
with harmonic forms canonically.






is harmonic and d
y













is harmonic. Let us prove that this harmonic piece is













 = d . To prove that d  = 0 we act by d
y
on both sides of this formula to obtain
d
y
d  = 0 =) d  = 0: Indeed,
0 = h ; d
y
d i = hd ; d i  0 =) d  = 0:
So always d
cy
 = 0 and d
y
 = 0, hence d   = d
c
  = 0. Now we can write
 = h

+ d where  is harmonic. The harmonic component can be disregarded, in
fact, since  itself is dened modulo harmonic forms. So nally  = d; then it follows
from the dd
c
-lemma that  = dd
c











and the lemma is proved.
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Appendix C. Hodge foliation on the space of Kahler forms.
Let us consider the innite-dimensional linear space K
1;1
(M) of Kahler forms on M .
There is a natural distribution on K
1;1
(M) with a ber at point ! 2 K
1;1
(M) dened as a
space H
!
of harmonic forms with respect to !. Here we want to prove that this distribution
is integrable | i. e. produces a foliation of K
1;1
(M) by nite-dimensional leaves. Each leaf
is, loosely speaking, a lift to K
1;1
(M) of the cohomological Kahler cone K.
In particular, this fact implies that one can introduce the coordinates on K
1;1
(M)
such that n = dimH
1;1
(M) coordinate lines always have the harmonic tangent vectors @
a








To prove the statement we check the Frobenius integrability condition for a pair of
vector elds  and  such that (!) and (!) are harmonic forms for all ! 2 K
1;1
(M). Let
us introduce ( global ) coordinates on K
1;1
(M) using the Hodge decomposition with respect
to some particular !
0
. It suces to show that the commutator [; ](!
0
) is harmonic with
respect to !
0
. For the innitesimal variation ! = !
0





)) + h; (C.1)
where h is harmonic w. r. t. !
0
and the operation s(; ) is dened as s(A;B) =
P
Ker(d)
m(A;B) = m(A;B) (AB) (cf. (4.6)). The relation (C.1) follows from the prop-
erties of m(A;B) discussed above. Indeed, (!) is d-closed ((= (A.10)) and annihilated
by d
y
((= (A.12)) modulo o(!
2















i. e. it is harmonic.





  s(; ) : (C.2)
Arguments similar to ones in the Section 4.2 show that D

is at. The connection D

is
not a metric one. The connection compatible with the Riemann metrics











s(; ). Unfortunately, this is not a connection on T L
since the parallel transport by it does not send harmonic forms to harmonic ones. Then,
though the metrics connection descends to cohomology as a connection in the tangent
bundle to the cohomological Kahler cone, it is not at.
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